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FOREWORD

When Amazon bought Whole Foods in 2017, many were scratching their

heads. Why would an offline entity buy a physical property? As it turns out,

this was ingenious as this revolutionized the O2O business model that is

ubiquitous. In this same way, the digital world steeped in crypto and gaming

has moved into the physical market of currency, art, wine, entertainment, and

even securities to create a new “offline to online” market leveraging blockchain

— let us call it O2B or offline to tokenized blockchain. e nexus of this is the

non-fungible token, or NFT. is is simply a unit of data of a unique digital

object stored on a digital ledger or blockchain, which can then be saved or

traded. In this way, it stands as a unit of exchange and as a store of value.

An example of this is Axie Infinity, developed by Sky Mavis and uses

Ethereum. Its NFT collection is valued at $42 mn. Another example of this is

Sygnum, which boasts NFTs ranging from wine to Picasso’s. e digital world

is increasingly bringing the physical world into its universe via blockchain, and

this extends to cards, collectibles, art, gaming, currency, content, and carbon

credits, among many others. As more and more younger people live in this

digitized world for almost all their needs (and with increasing wealth!), these

millennials are creating a metaverse of blockchain-based tokens, which are

likely to explode in value. is world promises to be a more inclusive, more

innovative, and more creative than a physical world from which many of these

younger people feel they have been excluded.

is metaverse is parallel to the physical world — a world of avatars,

virtual substitutes, and XR designed to interact in what we will call an ABCD

fashion. is form of artificial intelligence (let us call it A), when joined to the

blockchain (let us call this B), could add around 16% to global output, or

about $13 trillion. Indeed, it is clear that both AI and blockchain are

immature technologies and are subject to glitches. Nevertheless, this is true of

all technologies. AI can overcome many types of human biases that bring

about bad outcomes. Blockchain offers a way to create trust through an



immutable transaction with no need for an intermediary that takes a big cut,

often initiates new inefficiencies, and usually involves cartelized franchises. e

governance function of the blockchain I describe is a self-sustaining

mechanism to allow for maximum improvement and inclusion for all

participants. By buying an NFT on a blockchain, you own an immutable

digital space in the binary trustless virtual world sustained and protected by the

consensus of the decentralized nodes. One of the most important aspects of a

blockchain-based metaverse instead of a centralized cloud-based network is

that ownership on a cloud can disappear with it or be changed by the

centralized authority.

is leads us to the C of ABCD: cryptocurrencies. In the metaverse, crypto

is the foundation of “DeFi”, the D of ABCD. is new form of blockchain-

based finance has evolved for many reasons: impatience with unfair structures,

profit-seeking entrenched oligopolies, irresponsible monetary policy, among

others.

Crypto is the currency of choice to interact within the metaverse. It relies

on smart contracts, mainly through Ethereum. It bypasses the traditional

structure of the use of paper currency as issued by central banks. (Please refer

to my recent book Financial Management in the Digital Economy for more

details). is world of crypto is how almost all non-fungible tokens are traded.

e value of these NFTs surged to a new high of $2.5 bn in the first half of

2021. Christie’s has sold $70 mn of NFT art. Sotheby’s has also entered the

fray. Even Visa has entered the scene, buying a “Cryptopunk” avatar for

$150,000.

e D of ABCD is where Paul Schulte’s book, which you are about to

explore, becomes essential. DeFi is seen as integrating AI, blockchain, and

crypto with a digitized metaverse to save, trade, transact, and manage wealth.

It does not rely on centralized financial institutions such as commercial banks,

clearing banks, or central banks. It does not rely on traditional securities

exchanges or other entities —— like SWIFT for banks or DTCC for brokers.

China has taken a decisive lead here, with other countries such as Singapore,

ailand, HK, and the UAE in advanced stages of rollout.



Here is the rub. is is clearly a threat to most traditional commercial and

investment banking structures, although Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan have

done remarkable work in advancing their blockchain systems. However, is it a

threat to the fintech firms that have only recently created a new generation of

financial services which are purely digital but lack blockchain applications?

is book explores who in the fintech space is capable of and ready for more

change and upgrades in their relatively new systems.

Among those companies that have a real chance to (yet again) leapfrog

into the world of DeFi, we put our money on Visa and Master Card. Square

and PayPal are also doing quite advanced work in this area. e book nicely

covers this. Facebook, Google, and Apple are threatening to move into this

area aggressively, but they are very low-key in articulating their strategies. e

book also covers Coinbase and what they are up to. e book also addresses

some of the more helpful valuation parameters that can value these companies.

On the unlisted side, companies like Circle are in the middle of the traffic and

are essential to understand.

e other part of this book analyses whether the new crop of insurtech will

be capable of making the leap to the blockchain metaverse. So far, Schulte’s

conclusions are somewhat dire. Few if any of them have mastered a purely

digital model that offers even a hope of profitability. As they bleed losses trying

to master a strictly digital approach to insurance, can they also pour money

into complex new metaverse DeFi functionalities that require complex

blockchain systems? He is skeptical. is is probably because insurtech got off

the ground in 2017-18, much later than fintech, in 2013-2014. If the

evolution of fintech is anything to go by, insurtech will likely begin to move

into the metaverse in 2022-2023. However, the speed of the pure metaverse

companies like Coinbase, Envelop, Sygnum, or Silvergate could leapfrog them

and move into the insurance space. e blockchain-based world of insurance is

open field running, and there are virtually no players. Surely, this is a place to

dig.

Lastly, the book explores two other vital areas. One is the world of

proptech. Schulte and his team have picked Linklogis in China and Bukalapak

in Indonesia as two companies redefining logistics. Linklogis has done more



than any other company globally to link blockchain into working capital for

small and medium-sized enterprises. eir business model is fascinating and

represents the best of DeFi — creating a working capital metaverse for entire

systems. Bukalapak is looking for a new way to fund small shops across

Indonesia’s archipelago. e best of all worlds would be Bukalapak’s

“distribution and logistics” system and Linklogis blockchain “working capital

and logistics: system.

e last part of the book is essential from the viewpoint of Singapore. SE

Asia is a global hotspot for new finance applications to hundreds of millions of

unbanked and generally unresponsive banks. Grab, Payoneer and SEA are the

major players here. As these morph into digitized payments platforms and

then stretch into the metaverse, his money is on SEA. After all, the world of

gaming is the best teacher for the DeFi metaverse. Grab’s losses grow by the

year, and Payoneer operates in dozens of regulated jurisdictions. is will be a

battle royale to watch.

Lastly, there is extensive coverage on Chinese Big Tech companies. ey

are continuously improving AI, data, machine learning capabilities and rolling

out blockchain-based services to stay on top of the market, improve margins,

and ultimately reach an interoperable infrastructure. is is fundamental to

communicate and share data on a new set of digital rails: seamless, immutable,

secure, and scalable. e “laissez-faire” attitude in the last 20 years in China led

to the rise of massive conglomerates with valuable proprietary databases and

the emergence of systemic risk from a narrow pool of companies.

Recently, these companies confronted political risk underpinning the

Chinese government crackdown. Alibaba, Tencent, and Ping An are

technologically and operationally way ahead. However, they are fighting fierce

headwinds from aggressive regulators. e latter are bent on curbing China’s

Big Tech and redefining the Chinese regulatory landscape: greater state control

on data, monopolistic activity, payment channels, and consumer lending

habits.

I strongly encourage readers to look into this book. Paul Schulte and his

colleague William Dogger dissect each company in fine detail and then circle



back, offering a strategic view of where things are going sector by sector.

Finally, they package everything up in the front of the book with important

themes for professors, investors, policymakers, and central bankers to gauge

success or failure on a corporate or national level. It has extensive text at the

beginning of each section to offer insight and context but is also well

articulated in PowerPoint for too many of us lost in the Twitterverse. All in all,

it is the right book at the right time and in a cutting-edge area of finance. e

metaverse will only grow. ere is no way regulators can put this genie back in

the bottle. ey must evolve with it and, at best, tame it. Trying to get rid of it

will only broaden it.

David Lee, Ph.D.



INTRODUCTION

is book is a kind of illustrated look at the evolution of finance and insurance

- as well as property - from the now musty world of digital apps to a very recent

shift into blockchain-based functions. e latter can shape both the quantity

and the quality of digital information of people, places, things, and ideas. It is

happening at great speed, as all new technologies can and must. It is happening

to several different, although related, industries simultaneously but in slightly

different ways. is book is very detailed and case-specific about exactly how

these changes are happening and how they will affect the lives of consumers,

bankers, investors, and regulators.

e picture below lays out the theme of this book. Fintech, proptech, and

insurtech are now in an intermediate stage of development. ey have done

what they can for customer acquisition, AI, edge computing, elaborate credit

scoring, telematics, IoT, cloud, and display. New digital sub-sectors have been

created in payments, eCommerce, wealth management, lending, buyer/seller

platforms, smart homes, cities, and end-to-end all-digital insurance products.

Much of this has been done autonomously from traditional platforms. In this

way, a new industry born twelve years ago, starting with pioneers such as

Alibaba, PayPal, and Square, has now reached a stage of maturity.



Figure 1

In 2020 and 2021, we have seen this technology move to a whole new level

with the acceptance and integration of blockchain technologies. ey are

causing a profound fracture in traditional financial services because they can

create open- and closed-chains for all kinds of services as noted above —

property, finance, insurance, broker/dealer activity. At best, all of this can be

done without the traditional systems for banking such as SWIFT, DTCC for

securities, or expensive mortgage brokers for property. At worst, they can exist

alongside and offer a fringe group of “financial anarchists” an opportunity to

operate outside a system they have grown to distrust.

We submit that the acceptance and integration of blockchain technologies

in finance, insurance, and property would not have been workable without the

increasing acceptance of cryptocurrencies. In many ways, the themes we lay out

in this book clarify that the growing popularity of crypto and the ever-

increasing use cases of blockchain are a “hand in glove” affair. ey go together.

e chart below shows a new set of tools that have grown out of blockchain

and crypto activity. ese include financial services, healthcare, clinical trials for

drugs, government and civic action, transportation, and insurance.



We think that the greatest need for blockchain applications lies in

insurance. e spate of newly listed insurtech companies have impressive

technologies, but they have no blockchain applications almost to a man. is is

remarkable since insurtech evolved long after fintech, a recent phenomenon

dating back to 2017. ere is a gaping hole in the insurtech landscape for

blockchain/crypto projects. Blockchain applications in property are only now

bearing fruit in 2021.

So, the companies we highlight have little blockchain technology but are

candidates for “bolt-on” crypto activity.

Figure 2

As 2021 draws to a close, we think a new phenomenon will become

standard over the next two to three years: NFTs — non-fungible tokens. e

manifestations of NFTs we see today are talked about as hype, glamorous, over

the top, activity for those with cash to burn. We think this is a mistake to

believe that this is a flash in the pan. We will show in this book the natural use

of blockchain to extend the maturity and uses of digital fintech products. In the

same way, we believe the use of NFTs is a natural extension of blockchain and

crypto. Indeed, a strong case can be made that NFTs can only arise out of a

world encased inside blockchain and crypto.



e page below shows how NFTs can extend the uses of blockchain and

create yet again a new set of industries that we have never seen. Blockchain’s

indelible creation of universally recognized ownership and identity — as well as

fungible smart contracts — solves many problems of ownership and financial

rights for amateur digital art, film characters, unique avatars, and talented

gamers. It solves many issues of minimal royalties for products bought by

millions of people. It can play a role in public and civic activity. It creates whole

new digital worlds in gaming and education. And it creates a store of value that

can be in the gate of hundreds of billions.

Figure 3

We will also unabashedly explore the political ramifications of this massive

shift in technology. Control of cities along the Silk Road is an essential part of

this. We must examine the US-China conflict to see who will control the new

digital railroad systems these blockchain products will travel. e regulatory

issues are paramount since regulators have sovereign financial autonomy

problems to consider. ey need to raise debt shortly and use old copper-based

systems to pump out this debt to old buyers. New technologies could very well

compromise this ability. Exchanges are primarily a private sector affair and are

naturally jealous of new entrants that can disrupt profitable businesses.



Furthermore, when it comes to insurtech and the oncoming freight train of

blockchain technology and tokenization, these fairly new creatures with novel

solutions to insurance will need yet another investment cycle reasonably soon.

It is not good enough to say that the technology is three years old, so it is

sufficient. Technology is changing rapidly. Fintech companies like Visa and

PayPal have invested in crypto and blockchain since four or five years ago, so

they are ahead.

Insurtech will need costly programs to create newer technological solutions

for 2022 dilemmas. is will involve investing in parallel blockchain solutions,

which are expensive. Bolting on blockchain solutions to existing “older”

technology is not a sufficient solution. is will be expensive. And it will

require new forms of interoperability. For us, it makes sense to think of

insurance products as a universal insurance offering. e new blockchain

technologies speak to a unified platform that can be spun off later after

interoperability is established.

Lastly, we add an insurtech case study that shows the kind of insurance

super app we would want if we had a magic wand. It envisions an easy-to-use

interface that is interoperable and universal in its offerings of insurance

products. Specialized insurance runs against the grain of the ubiquity that is

offered by multiple layers of data. is app lays out the app features which

combine the best of health tech and insurtech with blockchain in the

background. Again, these new technologies beg the use of universal ubiquity

and not niche specialization. Platform ubiquity will lead to specialization.

Gathering specialist niche platforms in the hopes of creating one integrated

system may be a fool’s errand with blockchain.

e movement from fintech and insurtech based on AI and IoT to

blockchain-based NFTs is to us as natural as the move from whale oil to

electricity. It is as easy to grasp as the move from the horse to the car. It is as

simple to comprehend as the move from the telegraph to the telephone. It is

unstoppable. It will be accepted and regulated. It will provide vital solutions to

governments. It will bury those who refuse to adopt it.

Enjoy this book. We are exploring new trends as they develop – technical,

political, geographical, and civilizational. With tokenization achieved through



cryptocurrencies, the move from physical to pure digital on all fronts will have

massive implications for existing financial, political, and economic

infrastructure. Figure 4 to Figure 8 below explain what drives home the front.

e economic and financial essence of tokenization cannot be understood

without connecting them to the political and diplomatic shifts appearing before

our eyes. May the best man win!

Welcome to the money metaverse.

Figure 4



Figure 5

Figure 6



Figure 7

Figure 8



Chapter 1:
NFTs and crypto

Section 1: e world of finance, insurance, property, and health is rapidly

morphing into a crypto-led digital metaverse where all physical movement

(people, places, things, and ideas) is being tokenized, valued, and traded.

Increasingly, all of this must be seen as a whole, and financial institutions which

fail to see this will be out of business.

Figure 9

ere is a new railroad being laid; only it is digital. is railroad is

blockchain. China has the lead so far, but the western alliance is rapidly

catching up. Central bank digital currency will be the main railroad, though it

is unsure who will own it. More importantly, who will operate the railroad

station franchises. In China, it is Alibaba and Tencent now securely under the

thumb of the PBOC and the State Council. In the West, it is still hard to say,



but Visa has done a phenomenal job of commandeering much of the activity of

railroad stations. PayPal is catching up quickly. JPM and Square are also

powerhouses. Coinbase is a significant player but just cannot get any love from

investors.

Figure 10

Figure 10 shows just how rapidly cryptocurrencies have become an integral

part of investing. According to the EIU, only 1% of participants in its survey

said crypto does not belong in a portfolio. e suggested uses include capital

appreciation, diversification, transfers, inflation hedge, and a political risk

hedge.



Figure 11

Figure 11 shows the obstacles to greater use. Frankly, we boil it down to

two: absence of insurance and regulatory approval as a tradable commodity

asset class on the CBOE.

Figure 12



Figure 13

Figure 14

en, we get to the evolution of non-fungible tokens. e first element of

this is the inclusion of DeFi to trade, collateralize, securitize, and perform

government functions (Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14).



e second is to guarantee an immutable, connected, and transparent

establishment and public recognition of this thing or this person. Solana is seen

as a strong candidate for this space.

e third element of this is the theme of this report — the metaverse. is

includes the public valuing of assets outside of any intermediary. is includes

artistic expressions which live only in the digital domain.

Figure 15



Figure 16

Figure 17



Figure 18

Figure 19



Figure 20

Figure 21



Figure 22

e fourth element of this is the enterprise or institutional, which are a

betrayal to the purists in that they are proprietary. is includes central bank

coins and aspects of traditional media like music and film. Figure 15 to Figure

22 are clear pictures showing the trends in NFTs.

e bottom line for us is that crypto is the cash flow and NFTs are the

assets. is will flow into art and wine but also tickets, fan engagement,

advertising, governance, and member wallets. is market is $2.5 bn and rising

sharply by the month.



Figure 23

Figure 24

Figure 23 shows the art market activity. Ethereum and Flow are likely

winners in this area. Figure 24 shows all the risks, and there are many.



Section 2: e integration of crypto into the new blockchain rails created a

digital data transportation system that confers ownership. is is the metaverse.

A perfect “tangible” example of this metaverse is Somnium. Somnium is a self-

contained VR reality customizable and ‘lovable’ because it has AI capabilities

that bring avatars to life. It is a “persistent” social VR world. You can live in this

world and buy, sell, transact, learn, shop, and travel. (Somnium means “dream”

in Latin. Kepler wrote a book called Somnium and anticipated space travel —

in 1608).

Figure 25



Figure 26

People who never had a computer in their home wondered why you needed

a computer – until you got one. People who never had smartphones wondered

why you needed them — until you got one. e same will be true, in our

opinion, for new equipment which offers us a self-contained world of AI-driven

entertainment, learning, and commerce. is is the gamification of finance and

investment. To this end, Somnium has partnered with Sony, Microsoft, and

Polygon, among many others – Figure 25 and Figure 26.



Figure 27

Figure 27 is a taste of what is to come in the metaverse — everything can be

tokenized in Somnium. Players have a digital wallet, NFTs, marketplaces, art,

learning, events, thousands of interactive friends, and even land.

Figure 28



Figure 29

Figure 30

e world of “Ready Player One” is here – Figure 28, Figure 29, and Figure

30. e future of conferences is here. ink of a world where every elementary



or high school has a chance to become an avatar for their students. It is scary,

but that is where this is going.

PayPal is one of the major companies which is young enough to be hungry

and not yet old enough to rest on its laurels. It is aggressively moving forward

with a broader product range and expanding geographically. Square is also

doing terrific things in this area, but we prefer PayPal on valuation grounds.

Figure 31



Figure 32

Figure 33



Figure 34

Figure 35



Figure 36

Figure 37

Visa vs. PayPal. Figure 31 to Figure 37 review our work comparing Visa,

MasterCard, PayPal, and Square. Every time you turn around, Visa is in the

right place and at the right time. Figure 34 to Figure 37 review the partnerships



and product launches that allow Visa to go from strength to strength and

remain highly relevant and profitable. It is a marvel how a monolithic credit

card company managed to pull this off. And valuations are simply not

demanding. As the Cold War with China accelerates and the NATO alliance

takes a much more aggressive line toward China not only to contain it but to

weaken it, Visa is in an advantageous position to challenge Alibaba and

Tencent.

BOTTOM LINE: Blockchain confirms identity, so we need digital theft

insurance (for cases like blackmail and kidnapping). It ensures trades, so we

need digital fraud insurance. It proves property ownership, so we need digital

property insurance. It confirms intellectual property, so we need digital

insurance remedies for corporates, patents, trademarks, and copyrights. It

secures smart contracts, so we need insurance for digital breaches of smart

contracts. And blockchain CBDC will require a substantial new market for

digital insurance for sovereign CBDC distribution (counterfeit insurance),

store of value (deposit insurance), and means of exchange (fraud and larceny).

is is the real Insurtech that the world craves. It is nowhere in the current

crop of Insurtech. Our real worry is that by the time this generation of

Insurtech makes the transition from a “half in and half out” approach involving

off-the-shelf digital solutions to physical harms, they will have missed the boat

when it comes to the purely digital world of blockchain-based solutions. is is

true terra incognita where there are NO incumbents. Entities like Sygnum and

Silvergate are quickly filling this void.

Section 3: e new crypto exchanges and banks have finally gotten big enough

to merit their sector.



Figure 38

Figure 39



Figure 40

Coinbase has been a preferred holding for us, but we must admit there is

much resistance among our client base. Its move from higher-margin consumer

to lower margin but more reliable (and much higher volume longer-term)

enterprise customer has investors nervous. Also, Coinbase’s strategy of bigness

and cartel structure is the kind of structure that crypto is precisely designed to

undermine. We do not see “strong hands” holding Coinbase despite compelling

valuations – Figure 38, Figure 39, and Figure 40.



Figure 41

Silvergate vs. Sygnum. ese are the first two purely “digital universal

banks”. Among its similar peers, Silvergate is trading at a sharp premium on

P/E and P/B, so we think it may have a breather here. It has a solid business

model and a good product line. Figure 41 explains the business model very

simply.



Figure 42

Figure 43



Figure 44

Figure 45

Silvergate also has impressive marquee partnerships. Sygnum also has an

impressive array of partnerships – Figure 42. Sygnum, as we see it, is looking to

act as a global crypto exchange to legitimate the coming world of NFTs. It uses



its exchanges to create liquidity, increase product range, offer leverage, and

become a significant asset manager of crypto assets – Figure 43 and Figure 44.

In Figure 45, it also wants to become a white label connector between crypto

and banks. Sygnum is finishing a Series A imminently but is in the right place

at the right time and working very closely with Swiss and Singapore regulators

to embed crypto into the financial system as a legitimate asset class with which

regulators can feel comfortable.

Figure 46

Circle and Bullish are hybrid entities — think of Cisco and BAML for

crypto. Circle can be a powerhouse in this space, but its valuation out of the

SPAC gate is very rich, and it has a narrow pool of customers. It is bleeding

losses also. Circle is an important player, but the stink of SPAC lingers. Circle is

no exception. Beware. Lastly, we look at Bullish. It is a pure-play — for now —

on its holdings of BTC and Brendan Blumer’s EOS. Its platform will be

operational sometime in 2021. e exchange model is in Figure 46. Is this

another potentially great company that lists too early when it is only half-

baked?

Section 4: Additional research in PowerPoint format.







































Case study 1 - PayPal in the crypto space





Case study 2 - Visa in the crypto space







Case study 3 - Coinbase





Case study 4 - Silvergate





Case study 5 - Sygnum







Case study 6 - Circle



Case study 7 - Bullish





Chapter 2:
Fintech and Blockchain

Section 1: Focus on the fintech firms only and compare the US and China.

First, let’s look at the large caps.

Figure 47

Who can safely and quickly create a super app (while pleasing regulators) to

incorporate fintech, insurtech, proptech, and crypto to bring a rapidly

digitizing physical world to a whole new level via ecosystems of non-fungible

tokens, which are liquid, tradable, and legal? And which can connect to

CBDCs in the coming 2-3 years? See Figure 47 for an illustration that we think

explains where this is all going (Alibaba was closest to this until Jack Ma’s waxen

wings melted as he approached the sun).

We conclude that PayPal and Visa are the two most plugged in, adaptive,

and capable of gaining acquisitions and partnerships to achieve this target in the



US. Square is also a likely candidate, but it is among the most expensive stocks

in the world. Mastercard also has exceptional capabilities, but Visa always seems

to be ahead.

Figure 48

Figure 49



PayPal is giving birth to a super app whose algorithms resemble the

exceptional abilities of Alibaba five years ago. It is getting there (see Figure 48

and Figure 49).

Figure 50

Visa is outstanding at creating partnerships that can leverage Visa’s platform

to enter any B2B or B2C business line. Figure 50 shows the powerful places

where Visa can go that few firms in the US can go simultaneously, reinforcing

circles of overlapping data. ese include government to consumer; logistics for

SMEs; B2B, B2C; and P2P. Visa is rapidly entering the tokenization of

digitized data. And Visa is a natural digital rail if the Fed wants to launch a

digital coin.



Figure 51

Figure 52



Figure 53

Mastercard is similar but seems to be behind Visa. Square’s buildout is on

Figure 51, Figure 52, and Figure 53 and is fascinating — it is going in the same

direction but brings echoes of Cisco or IBM. PayPal makes more sense.

Section 2: Fintech small caps. Prefer Marqeta for technical reasons.



Figure 54

Figure 55



Figure 56

Figure 57

Marqeta has a lot going for it. It is dependent on Square for much of its

business – Figure 54 to Figure 57.



Figure 58

Figure 59



Figure 60

SoFi’s significant X factor is Galileo as a payment processing platform. e

API provides card issuing, virtual card solutions and powers digital banking

infrastructure. Overall, we are skeptical – Figure 58 to Figure 60.

Section 3: Patterns emerging in China: did China suddenly wake up in the

middle of a pandemic raging in Asia, as well as a much-needed economic

recovery and start worrying about data security, education, wages, tutorial

services, and adolescent gaming all at the same time?

What is common about the industries that the PRC government is

targeting? Nothing. What is common about the charges against the companies?

Nothing. Are these companies antagonistic toward the state? Except for

Alibaba, no! Are they in a particular region that is a gadfly for the center? No.

Are they part of the Shanghai mafia? No. So, talking about the 5-year programs

and saying, “well, there were concerns about education or tutoring or ‘too

much gaming’ or data breaches in the 5-year plan, so we should have known

better” is rubbish. ese narratives are noise and miss the point. Should we

conclude that a government that is very busy trying to jump-start a $14 trillion



economy and keep a dangerous virus at bay is suddenly interested in adolescent

stress from after-school tutoring or driver data from Didi? Or wages at

Meituan? Come on. We are looking in the wrong place.

Figure 61

Figure 62



Figure 63

Figure 64



Figure 65

Figure 66



Figure 67

Figure 68



Figure 69

Figure 70



Figure 71

Figure 72



Figure 73

Figure 74



Figure 75

Figure 76



Figure 77

Figure 78

ere is one commonality of all the investigations. First, they are ALL

political and mostly come from the CAC, which reports to the Vice Premier

who reports to the Premier. ey come from the very top. Second, they are



aimed at PRC companies that foreigners heavily own. ird, they all contain

the most valuable resource in the world: data. And we conclude that this vital

national commodity (no longer oil, gold, diamonds, or uranium) is digitized

personal and credit data. is is now being nationalized. e value of this data

is being taken away from foreign investors in HK and the US and being

nationalized by the state. At the very least, this vital commodity is being

restricted to domestic ownership. at is why the stock prices in HK and NY

are falling. e trend is likely to continue. Our research on Tencent and

Alibaba can be found in Figure 61 to Figure 78.

Who is likely to remain untouched? Companies that stay in line with

national priorities will thrive.

•   Global cell phone and cell phone tower connections for innovative

city initiatives like Huawei.

•   Semiconductor producers will be revalued as the consumer fintech is

devalued.

•   ose who are genuinely involved in SOE reform like Ping An. Ping

An has embraced China Life to rehabilitate it, and it is at the center of

another national priority – healthcare.

•   Environment/climate change initiatives to clean up China’s air, land,

and sea.

As for companies in gaming, consumer eCommerce, tutoring, food

delivery, and self-interested data collection, value is emerging. But it will be

decided by the state. Watch for bottom fishing by entities like CIC. ey are

the ultimate insiders, for they will be told when to buy.

Section 4: Additional research in PowerPoint format.
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Chapter 3:
Insurtech and blockchain

Section 1: Isolated examples of sensible strategy in a sea of undercooked and

immature businesses, exorbitant valuations, and zero blockchain technology.

On fundamentals, Amwell and Oscar seem to be doing the right thing at

the right time. Rapid buildout of sensible, comprehensive platforms. e rest

are high-risk strategies that are premature money pits with outsourced

technology and are bogged down in regulatory uncertainty.

Bright is a high-risk play but might eventually get it right. It has the

potential to gain traction in customer retention and drive revenue. Lemonade

is awful from a fundamental and technical point of view. Ping An has been

beaten to a pulp by regulatory uncertainty inside China. is seems unjustified.

Figure 79



Section 2: Insurtech in a broader context and the thinking behind it. Insurtech

is a vital part of how fintech, crypto, and proptech create the NFT metaverse –

Figure 79.

Figure 80

Insurtech is primarily creating a solution where there are already solutions.

at’s the problem. Innovative Insurtech is creating quasi-analog solutions for

physical problems using off-the-shelf primitive digital technology. Why isn’t

Insurtech creating digital solutions for digital issues? Cyber security? Crypto

security? NFT security? Blockchain systems security? Government CBDC or

ID systems security? See Figure 80 for the solutions. Pure Insurtech should live

in the digital world of IoT and pure digitized platforms. Only Ping An does

this.



Figure 81

e rest are half in and half out. ey are clearly not O2O. Figure 81 shows

the limitations of this business model. ey are clinging to a physical/analog

world of powerful entrenched incumbents moving into the O2O world from

the purely physical side. Insurtech startups will lose in this battle to monoliths

that can adapt digitally. Insurtech lacks blockchain strategies and proprietary

technology readily available to the incumbents. ese Insurtech stocks also have

high loss ratios while the incumbents have decades of retained capital to pour

into new strategies.



Figure 82

New technologies for the Insurtech startups should be innovative

leapfrogging – not half-baked off-the-shelf technology that quasi-competes with

the big boys. Figure 82 proves the point – the lines of business and customer

segmentation of Insurtech are identical to a diversified traditional insurance

company. Myriad digital insurance opportunities are waiting. For instance,

Envelop is an example of true Insurtech in that it is a new digital reinsurance

model for digital cybercrime. Can any of the leading Insurtech companies say

the same thing? For instance, crypto will become mainstream (and CBDC with

it) the minute there is a private sector solution with (likely) state-subsidized

insurance for it. is is the real opportunity here. Who among these Insurtech

firms is ready?

How Insurtech can command the purely digital world of wearables, smart

homes, and smart cities – rather than be a half-baked bridge between traditional

insurance products for physical activity – will be the key. e mystery of all this

is why Apple and Google are so timid about Insurtech and wearables (are they

afraid of regulators and anti-monopoly reprisals?).



Figure 83

In any event, Figure 83 shows the coming explosion in connected devices

and the open field running, which a pure Insurtech play can command. Again,

Envelop is one of the only cases we see. Apple and Google are the others, but

they are mysteriously in radio silence at the moment.



Figure 84

Figure 84 shows the potential for Insurtech. We are in a world of

automation of activities, which is scalable and offers analytics. e next part of

this is a more complex world of auto-scaling, context awareness, and advanced

workflow analysis. e currently listed entities have mostly off-the-shelf

technology with primitive understanding. Again, this is likely due to the “strike

while the iron’s hot” IPO action rather than listing when the technology is

ready. We will see in the next section that much of the current wave of

Insurtech lacks the very foundation of digitized insurance of “moving” people,

places, things, and ideas — blockchain identity. I worry that they have gone too

far down the rabbit hole of insurance-lite products with off-the-shelf technology

rather than focusing on the next chapter of insurance based on blockchain

technology. is is how blockchain will (or already has) created a new digitized

world that is utterly bereft of insurance products.

BOTTOM LINE: Blockchain confirms identity, so we need digital theft

insurance (for cases like blackmail and kidnapping). It confirms trades, so we

need digital fraud insurance. It confirms property ownership, so we need digital

property insurance. It confirms intellectual property, so we need digital

insurance remedies for corporates, patents, trademarks & copyrights. It



confirms smart contracts, so we need insurance for digital breaches of smart

contracts. And blockchain CBDC will require a vast new market for digital

insurance for sovereign CBDC distribution (counterfeit insurance), store of

value (deposit insurance), means of exchange (fraud and larceny). is is the

real Insurtech that the world craves. It is nowhere in the current crop of

Insurtech. My real worry is that by the time this generation of Insurtech makes

the transition from a “half in and half out” approach involving off-the-shelf

digital solutions to physical harms, they will have missed the boat when it comes

to the purely digital world of blockchain-based solutions. is is true terra

incognita where there are NO incumbents. Entities like Sygnum and Silvergate

are quickly filling this void.

Section 3: China is miles ahead in blockchain but is struggling with the rights

of private companies versus the need for the state to protect consumer behavior

traits, digital currency, and health data. Who is responsible for this if something

goes wrong, and who will pay out claims?

Figure 85



Blockchain is a big blind spot in the West. Look at Figure 85. Lots of

companies will spend on cybersecurity, cloud, AI, and data analytics. Only 39%

of firms said they are increasing spending on blockchain, while 70% are

increasing spending on cybersecurity. is makes no sense as blockchain offers

so many solutions to paper-based systems with unsecured Excel or disparate

data systems sitting around.

Figure 86

Figure 86 shows blockchain uses in insurance. Blockchain offers

transparency, authenticity in storage, and security involving large volumes of

claims or record-keeping. It bypasses human error as well as malicious human

behavior. And it is a two-way affair for customers to understand the data

insurers have on them and vice versa.



Figure 87

Figure 88



Figure 89

Figure 90



Figure 91

Figure 92



Figure 93

Figure 94

Figure 87 to Figure 94 offer a glimpse into the advanced nature of

Insurtech. China’s data growth is exploding Figure 89. Ping An as well as a few

others have access to a vast trove of blockchain-based data. is is part of the



problems that the West will surely face soon — the role of government when a

few privately held companies know everything about everybody. As IoT and

edge technology hook up with wearables and are sorted via blockchain, truly

powerful new industries will be born. Blockchain-based genetics and smart car

technology are coming soon. e next big area for Insurtech will be what

drones can and can’t do. is is where open field running can take place and

where the multi-billion dollar companies will come from. Lastly, in Figure 94,

we lay out the regulatory framework for China and see how the US will

respond.

Section 4: Additional research in PowerPoint format.
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Chapter 4:
Proptech and Blockchain

Section 1: With the rapid and sudden digitization of finance through

BSN/PBOC DCEP and many central bank coins, the proptech revolution will

happen much faster than fintech or insurtech. Figure 95 to Figure 99 show our

summary of each company.

Figure 95



Figure 96

Figure 97



Figure 98

e center of it is the necessity of artificial intelligence to manage an

explosion of data that is incomprehensible to any human mind or any group of

humans. We think it is separated into four areas. Firstly, the absorption of the

digitized physical world into software and hardware companies that can manage

massive data sets. ese are Pavegen, Neul, and EVRYTHNG — primarily

located in the Golden Triangle of Oxbridge and GCHQ. Pavegen is best in

show here – although we make it clear that Greater China is at least one

generation ahead of the West in proptech. Huawei has swallowed up Neul, so

we may never have a chance to see its technology.

Secondly, Energy is the other sector which plays a vital role in proptech.

Whether the ESG phenomenon is virtue signaling or genuinely effective, it is

here to stay. Proptech for power can drastically reduce carbon emissions by

more efficient energy use in buildings and homes — full stop. Blueprint Power

is best in show here.



Figure 99

Figure 100



Figure 101

e last two areas of the sectoral approach to proptech are platforms and

retail. SmartRent is interesting here. We did a profile on its business,

shareholders, and fundraising history – Figure 99, Figure 100, and Figure 101.

It is a mix of AI, retail smart homes, and smart cities, digitizing homes,

reducing insurance, implementing admin software, fully automating

management services, and rolling out third-party software. It is approaching

one million committed units.

Section 2: In Figure 98, we look at companies from the business niche point of

view. ese include Big Data, Listings, Smart Cities, and Property

Management. In the center of the action is the management and use of data.

Appear Here is another company that deserves closer attention. It lies in the

intersection of data, smart cities, and property management. Appear Here is

dubbed the Airbnb of retail and uses technology to create flexible leases for

thousands of brands. It is essentially an online marketplace to lease short-term

space in the UK and US.



Loft is another company which comes up here. It is a solid company, but

we are concerned about startups that parade themselves as platforms. Loft is in

Brazil – a disorganized fractured market. It is the best “go-to” asset as an

inflation hedge, and Brazil is heading into another serious inflationary mess. So,

this is a play on Brazilian inflation as much as anything else.

Enertiv is a CRE company getting much attention in New York. It is an all-

in-one platform for CRE.

Section 3: Highlighting companies with public equity.

We reiterate SmartRent above. e very disappointing performance of

SPACs has caused a recent and dramatic reform in the way they are being rolled

out. SmartRent is on the road now and completed the SPAC process recently.

is is definitely worth paying attention to as it is a first mover in an important

space.

e second company we highlight is KE Holdings. is is a recent China

listing on the NYSE as BEKE. It is another example of what can happen in

digitizing assets when the proper infrastructure is laid – 5G, super apps, smart

cities, cloud, and blockchain infrastructure. Its partner is Tencent and does real

estate transactions for sales and rentals. It also engages in finance and

renovation. It has a 15% market share in second homes and a 5% share in new

homes. It holds a number one share by far. Coverage has been picked up by

GS, Jefferies, and several Chinese brokers. It has no leverage.

Section 4: A vitally important case study in this chapter is Linklogis. Excellent

company with world-class technology but poor returns.

Section 4.1: Strong management, proven track record, high barriers to entry,

number one position.

Linklogis is the ultimate digitized supply chain finance ecosystem. It is the

leader in a top priority of China: SME funding for working capital on

blockchain and connected to BSN. It is another company which is right time,



right place, right technology, right people. And we emphasize the importance of

this company being in the middle of two top priorities of China: BSN and

SME funding. It is at the nexus of the policy machine.

Linklogis’ mission is to redefine and transform supply chain finance

through technology and innovation. Supply chain finance based on blockchain

helps businesses along the supply chain improve working capital and financing

efficiency cost-effectively by:

(i)     effectively authenticate supply chain transactions;

(ii)    cooperating with other participants in the supply chain finance

ecosystem;

(iii)   managing operational risks; and

(iv)   achieving integrated supply chain management.

Revenues are primarily generated from technology solution service fees

based on transaction volume. Fees typically range from 10 bps to 80 bps. eir

SaaS model offers a low cost of ownership for customers. It saves customers

high upfront costs and considerable investment in building their infrastructures

and technology stacks from scratch (i.e., ~¥30 – 40m upfront costs, and ~¥5 –

15m maintenance fees every year). is efficient customer acquisition strategy

benefits from an extensive network of partners in the supply chain finance

ecosystem.

Section 4.2: Technology – AI, OCR, blockchain, cloud, and eventual

international connectivity through BSN

First, AI-powered Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and Natural

Language Processing (NLP) technologies and data analytics automate

workflows. AI accuracy rates are ~99% for general documents and more than

90% for complex legal documents. Second, blockchain addresses information

transparency and security issues. With transaction data recorded on immutable

ledgers, different parties can accurately trace and validate transactions, building

trust and managing risks more effectively. ird, Cloud-based solutions can be

accessed anywhere and anytime through mobile devices or online portals.

eir SaaS model helps reduce the burden associated with system

implementation, upgrading, and hosting. ey have 400 technology



professionals, 63% of total staff, 233 patents, and 114 copyrights.

e primary offering is:

(i)     fully digitalized technology solution designed for securitization of

supply chain assets;

(ii)    enhanced traceability and authenticity of supply chain finance and

payment;

(iii)   blockchain-powered cross-border supply chain finance technology

solutions.

e practical workings are: public and indelible ledger include creditor and

debtor information, creditor’s rights amount, anchor enterprise confirmation

date, asset maturity redemption date, and other information simultaneously

recorded on the blockchain to form an immutable and traceable record. After

the anchor enterprise cashes the digital payment obligation, the platform will

automatically allocate funds to all supply chain companies that hold the debt.

e result is lower financing costs, transparency, and security. And any

company entering into the system has virtually zero upfront costs.

e result is shorter payment cycles and cash flows improvement; improved

access to financing; digitalized, efficient, and convenient financing processes;

and lower-cost financing by leveraging anchor enterprises’ prime credit profile,

with SMEs’ financing cost-effectively lowered from a typical range of 10 – 20%

to 5 – 6%.



Figure 102

Figure 102: e company has a who’s who of financial institutions backing

it. ese include (on the right) the Big Four banks, many regional and city

banks, DBS, OCBC, and Stan Chart. e customer base (on the left) is the

entire Chinese economy, including the most significant cash cow in the

universe (e Grid) as well as problematic real estate firms - and everything in

between. We suspect Linklogis will become a key cog for BSN. Watch this

space.

Section 4.3: Funding and risk: an awesome coterie of clients and funders.

e chart above shows the funders and the customers of Linklogis. It is

essentially a who’s who of China, including all the top Tier 1 banks and top

regional city banks. e top tier banks which fund it include ABS, CCB, BOC,

and ABC. Of course, Tencent is a major founder since it is a controlling

shareholder. Several large city banks are also funders.

On the flip side, the customers whose receivables Linklogis packages

represent the Chinese economy: utilities, telecoms, industry, property, services,

and exporters.



is company is very operationally geared to the Chinese economy, so it is

a perfect proxy for growth expectations. Although it is well-funded, it does have

exposure to large property companies like Evergrande, which is known to have

excessive leverage issues. As a factoring company, it has wild swings in working

capital to the tune of billions each quarter, producing high volatility in the

stock price if there is a liquidity squeeze when the balance sheet is leveraged.

Section 5: Additional research in PowerPoint format.

e PowerPoint deck in this chapter goes throughout the integration of

smart buildings with smart cities. It looks in detail at two other important

companies. One is in the US and is Compass. e other is Bukalapak and is in

Indonesia. ey are both doing fascinating things in their way. Proptech now

feels similar to fintech 5-6 years ago. A small group of entrepreneurs is taking it

seriously. However, too many giant monoliths are sitting and watching, slow to

act, confused by the speed of things. ey remain paralyzed at their own risk.
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Chapter 5:
Case study – e fight for Southeast Asia: Sea, Grab,

and Payoneer

e last part of this book discusses the fintech battle for Southeast Asia. is

involves the big guns called Grab, SEA, and Payoneer.

Our analysis of this battle royale is remarkable because the geographical

center is Singapore, positioning itself along with Switzerland as a

blockchain/crypto headquarters. Yet, we note that while all of these companies

have globally competitive product lines, solid features, and capable

management, none possess any active and currently usable blockchain

technologies. is is perplexing. As with insurtech, we suggest that this will

require a substantial investment or partnerships with companies (like Linklogis)

to advance blockchain solutions, especially in the area of working capital. is

is right up Payoneer’s alley.

Of the three Titans battling it out in Se Asia, we would lay our money on

SEA. Why? We can see from earlier parts of this book that so much of how

digitizing financial data into tokenized assets tradable via crypto has already

been found in the world of avatars and video games. In our earlier book “e

Digital Transformation of Property in Greater China”, we noted that we are

encountering the world of “Ready Player One” already. e world of fully

integrated avatars in self-sustaining financial ecosystems is already here. e

new and primitive world of non-fungible tokens is but a small reflection.

In this way, SEA has a natural advantage as it was born in this world and

can make the leap to a blockchain-based financial world of funding digitized

assets through non-fiat currency. It can create purely digitized worlds for

individual, and SME needs both in finance and insurance. Further lifestyle

needs which can be satisfied through digital technology can stretch as far as the

imagination. We are at the very early stages of this journey.



is will be very expensive and will need talent. After its fund-raising

activity, SEA will have a war chest of $4 billion, and its business continues to be

very cash flow positive with a large and stable customer base. It has fuel to burn.

On the other hand, Grab has already spent $4 billion in capital for customer

acquisition in many countries. Grab has been called out for shooting its

numbers to reduce accounting losses. is is fair as long as it comports with

international accounting sleight of hand. It must, however, show a path to

profitability soon by offering an approach to consistent profitability and a

credible capex program. It continues to plow money into Indonesia to compete

head-on with Gojek. In light of Gojek’s acquisition of Tokopedia, this

substantially raises the stakes for Grab.

As for Payoneer, they have a very impressive footprint in SME activity.

ey have taken a leaf from Alibaba, which cleverly created its payroll and

“whereabouts” employee app DingTalk. Payoneer has created a massive

footprint with its SME working capital app. For us, linking up Payoneer and

Linklogis makes the greatest sense. Linklogis has the technology, and Payoneer

has the footprint in China and Southeast Asia. Partnerships are the only

solution for these companies, which, at this point, can’t fix the engines in mid-

air with blockchain solutions. ey need to look at the best in class in

partnerships — Visa! Visa lends its platforms in exchange for a myriad of

benefits — footprint, technology, manpower, vision. Payoneer will need to do

this right. It will face more significant pressure to become a regulated entity in

each jurisdiction and, therefore, will need much more time to implement

multi-country solutions.
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